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An untapered, sweptback urmg of nspect ratlo !+, sweepback 25’ 
and section I& thxk (R.R.E. 104 with lia c-itier, a = 0.6) W;IS tested 
m the R.A.E. Hqh Speed Tunnel. The pressure dlstrlbutun vra~ 
masured at the mti-semlspan seciwfi at wwwx i&xch numbers up to 

0.88 at Reynolds nwber6 of 0.8, 1.8 alr[i 3.5 x lO6. 

Brxf exporxnentn, lath lraasdion provoked nenr the leadmg ed 
mdxcnte that ihe shape cf the pressure dxirlbutlon at R = 0.8 x IO it 
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1 Introductxg - 

Some time ago varxous tunnel tests ::xvu:, the overall forces on 
models of a modern nuxxaft lncllrted tlmt t!wre were large Reynolds 
number effects up to 3 or I+ x 10 at hq$h speeds. It ne.s, therefore, 
decided to pressure plot a mng 0-C sL!tiar section andweepback 1n ' 
the R A.E. IQ& Speed Tunnel to uwesilyate the assowated changes m 
pressure dastrlbutun and al30 to shed some further lqht on the 
gx?neral problem. 

The wmg stctlon chosen for the tests was R.A.E.104, 123 thrck 
with 15 camber (a = 0.6), (Table I). The wmg was also wed to 
mvesiqate scme points of testlog techoulua m the Tunnel. 

The wlag was fmzhed w.th black "pl~cnoroc" to ehlble the chemua 

3 Range of Tests - 
The wmg was tested dur+ng April 1950, scme check tests berng 

made m October 1950. 

The mau, tests consaied "f pressure d.lstnbutxcn measurwngents 
at nine I\Lwh nu&ors up to 0.68 nt Reynold:; ilumbers of 0.8 x 10 , 
1.8 x ,06 and 3.5 x IO6 at madences of approxupA.tely -1', 0", 1.5' 
and 3.0'. 

The poslt+on of boundary layer traiisltlon was found to be between 
65% and 79% =of the chord m these tests. Purther tests were, therefore, 
de with-?$ie.%ran%ltlon pos%tlon brou&h'c forward by arluYcla1 means. 
Threads were attached to both surfaces of the wlni along the span. 
When a successful choxe of tlwcad sue and posl.tion was found at 
M = 0.82 and a: O', the pressure dlstrlbutxon was ~wasured over th" 
same range of IvGLoh numbers and ReynoMs numbers as iath transltlon free 
but only at lnoxdenoes of 0" ad 3'. 
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An attempt wac, also m-lde to provoke forwati wansitlon by placing 
a 16 gauze mre 10 lhe chord plane about half a chord length ahead of 
the lea&n& edge of the bung. At R = 0.8 x 106, M=0.8zand a=O" 
transltlon appeared to have heez br~u$h-c forward to about 3% of the 
chord, so pressure dlstrlbUtloi?s wwx measured at the same Reynolds 
ntiers ard Mach numbers & before, but at a = 0' only. 

4 Presentatl.on or Result; 

Blockage corrections were app1z.M to &oh nu&er and Cp according to 
the method of Ref.2. At the hqhest &oh numbec of the tests the 
blockage correctlo~? to the uncorrected &oh number v~as 0.027 and the 
correction to Cp was 0.08 for a Cp of -0.8. 

No correction xliab applied to uxzdence for the effect OS tunnel 
constraint. This correction, whzch may he about 0.3' at the highest 
1st coeffxlents of the test aould not affect the coapansons made ITI 
the report, although It would slqhtly lower the values of the slope of 
the lift curve. 

Smce the tests were vade pru~arlly to find the effect of Reynolds 
number 011 the transltlon-free pressure dlstrxbutlon of the wing all 
the results relatmg to thz are presented first (Pigs. 2 to 145. In 
the later figures (15 to 20) and discussion the results of the 
transitlon-fured tests are gwen. 

Pressure dxstrlbutlons dire shown only for a few typical Nach 
numbers and Reynolds wmbers, Fqs. 2 to 4 and 15 to 17. 

The 1st and pltchmg mxxncnt ooeffz.c~entr, nere,found at R = 3.5 x IO6 
by lntegratlng nlth respect to % the duYerenct m pressure, ACp, 
between the upper ud lower surface:i of' tho aerofoit. The amounts by 
whxh these CL and Cm values dtifered from those at R = 1.8 x IO6 

0.8 x IO6 were then found by mtegmtmg with respect to 'i/o the differ 
ence between the values of ACp at cnch pau of pressure holes at 

R = 3.5 x IO6 and the correspondug values of ACp at R = 1.8 x q06 

and 0.8 x 106. Thus the dlrferences m CL and Cm due to Reynolds 
number were obtained more accurately than zf each case had been mte- 
grated completely mdependently. (Thxs work was all done on the 
R.A.E. Dlfferentlal Analyser, riwnly because It was less tumg to 
use than the ilmslcr Integrator.) 

. 

Later, CL and Cm were esturated for the tmnsltlon fued cases by a 

simple numerical mtegratlon, whhlch was reasonably accurate m view of 
the close spaolng of the pressure holes. 

Form drag coeffxient ~3: found by Imtegratung Cp agamst y/c m 
the transltlon free cases, but ovnna to the labour xwolved It was 
evaluated for only one case with tmnsltlon fljted, VIZ: R = 3.5 x IO 

6 

and a= o". 
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The integrated values of CL, CD arm3 Cm md their derived functions 
are show an Figs. 7 to 14 and 19 and 20. 

’ The results cf L%ll the tests made hith the tr,lnsrtion indicator 
present 3ro yiven in Table II. Some photo raphs illustratinc: special 
pouts are .g~ven at the end of the raport Figs. 21 and 22). $i 

5 Results -- 

5.1 Twnsition free (at 65 to 7C$ chord) 

5.11 Low speed results. (E’q. 2) -- 

At Mach numbers of 0.5 anil 0.7 the prossurc dlztrlbutU)n curves 
agree closely at ‘lhe three Reynolds numbers of’ tent except between 
65% and 8% of the chord. It IS probable that the observed increase 
in suctmn here at. low Reynolds ‘wmbcr is caused by a slqht boundary 
layer separation ,md subsequent re~tt~chwnt of the flow. This eff cct 
beoomes more noticeable with increase in Nwh number until it is maska& 
by the shock wave. 

5.11' II& speed results (above lh = O.f?J. (Fq,s. 3 to 14) - 

At higher Xach numbers when there is .a shock wave on the wing 
large changes in pr~saurc distrlbutron become apparent on both surfaces. 
At the highest Reynolds numbcr, 3.5 x 106, the suction increases steadily 
from the leadmi: tdyc to about 6C$ of the chord ~,d then there is a 
fairly abrupt increase in pre s.sure throush the shock wave. At the 
lowest Reynolds number, 0.8 x W6> the suotlon remains almost constant 
from about 30 or Lc$ of the chorcl to about 66, givinfi a vary flat& 
topped pressure distribution; also as full a pressure recovery IS not 
achieved at the trail-& edge. The shape of the pressure distribution 
at low Reynolds nmbor 1s. associated <iJ.t.h a thick boundary layer, the 
flow bein& lammar at all the Reynolds numbers of test. 

Ackeret? found similar chmgcs wath Reynolds number in the pressure 
distribution on a curved plute and as-ocl;ited the flat distribution at 
low Reynolds number with a “h” -hock. His work would suggest that the 
first slight rise m pressure occurred at the first limb of the h shock 
wave and the main rise in pressure at the rear llinb. Ackeret found m 
his testc that the flow h&d sepxated bctwen the lzmibs, reattsohmg 
3.tself as a turbulent ldyer at the min limb. It was therefore suspected 
that the flow was separated on the wag in the present tests at 
R = 0.8 x lCE and some confu-mtmn of this was obt,uned by using the 
chemical transition indicator described XLLI section 2 a.nd a130 by using 
tufts. Figs. 6 and 21 show how the transi$on indicator evaporated from 
the wing surface at M = 0.82, R = 0.Z x loo andi a = Oo. The development 
during the first &O minutes was noraul, but the front edge of the 
mduator usually continues to retreat rapicl‘lj; bachwands until all the 
mduator has disappeared. In this case there was a mirked tendency 
durly the lest I!; minutes of the tests for the 3ndicstor to remain in 
the region where it was expected that the flop wa:i sc?Prated. Some 
further cvidancc WY, obtained from nylon tufts which were put on the 
wmg between 5oj; and 7@ of the ci7ord. Unfortunately the tufts seemed 
to cause a slight incrensc m -Cp of about 0.08 between 4@ ard 65% chord, 



although they did not bring the transition forward by imore than 5% of 
the chord. In FQ. 2.2 It can be seen from the random arrangement of the 
tufts that the flow is separated at least aft of 6% chord at 
R = 0.8 x ,06 Ivl = 0.82, a = 00. A test made at R = 3.5 x ,06 and at . 
the same Kach'number and incldenoe showed the tufts to be neatly aligned 
along the wing chord. 

The only other large difference zn the ,>ressure distributions 1s 
on the lower surface where the separation which occurred at low speed 
at R = 0.8 x IO6 between 6% and 80$ of the chord became more and 
more marked as the Mach number increased. 

The effect of Reynolds number on the values of CL, CL and Cm 
obtained by integration of the pressure distrabution curves as quite 
large. As the Reynolds number IS increased the loss of CL with 
increasing Mach number occurs later and becomes less severe (Fag. 7) 
and the value of Cm becomes more nose down (Fig. 12). The drag rise 
1s also delayed by about 0.013 in &oh number as the Reynolds number is 
mcreased from 0.8 to 1.: x 106, but thvre 1s not vuch further change 
between I.8 and 3.5 x 10 (FJ.~. 10). There are large changes in the 
lift curve slope (Fig. 13) and in tho position of the aerodynamic 
centre (Fig. 14). 

The flattening of the upper surface pressure distrxbutlon as the 
Reynolds number is decreased accounts for most of the loss in lift 
ooeffacient and increase in nose up patching moment coefficient between 
R = 3.5 and 1.8 x IO6 and about half of these effects between 
R = 1.8 x 106 and 0.8 x ,06, The remainsng decrease in CL and increase 
m Cm at the low Reynolds number probably comes from the separated region 
between 6% and 8& chord on the lower surface. This is also mainly 
responsable for the increase in drag coeffxient between R = 1.8 x IO6 

and 0.8 x 106. At low incidences some of the increase in drag 1s caused 
by the increased trailing edge suctions at low Reynolds numbers, but at 
higher incldenaes the trailing edge ouctmns are practically the same 
at all three Reynolds numbers. 

5.2 Comparmon mth N.P.L. tests on R.A.E. 104 section, 1% thxlc 

' Two aerofoils of 2 inches and 5 Inches chord and section R.A.E. 104, 
I@ thxk were tested =n the,N.P.L. 20" x 8" High Speed Tunnel, and the 
tests are reported lil Ref.4. The Reynolds numbers obtained at a Mach 
number of about 0.8 are 0.7 x IO6 and 1.8 x IO6 and hence are comparable 
with the two lower Reynolds numbers m the R.A.E. tests. 

fn general the N.P.L. results agree very closely in character with 
the results of the present tests. At about 0.7 of the dhord at low 
Mach numbers there is 3. lamlnar boundary layer separation, which xncreases 
as the Ma& number Increases. At Mach numbers above 0.8 the character- 
astic flat-topped pressure distribution is agarn appnrsnt, particularly 
at the lower Reynolds number, am3 has been nssocia%ed by schlseren 
photographs with a separation aft of the front limb of a h type shock 
wave. As in the R.A.E. tests, the separatxon occurs slaghtly further 
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back along the chord at tne higher Reynolds'number. The measured pressure 
rise through the shock wave is steeper at the higher Reynolds number 
end at zero incidence the pressure recovery is much more complete at 
the trsaling edge. 

5.3 Transition foxed (- see Table II) 

The chongcs in pressure distribution c~us~,d by fixing the trcns- 
ition forward on the aerofcil are shown in Figs. 15 to 17. 

In general the local separations apperentwith transition free at 
R = 0.8 x IO6 on both the upper and lower surfaces are abolished and the 
pressure distribution curves follow closely the shape of the distribution 

at R = 3.5 x 106. At tho highor Reynolds numbers of 1.8 x IO6 and 

3.5 x 106, howover, although the h shock system is no longer el;ldent 
and the pesk suctions rise to a mcx.mus~ just ahead of the main shock wave,the 
shook wave itself is further forward and there is a sopsration behind it 
(Wg.18). 

The effect on CL and Cm of fixing transition at R = 0.8 x IO6 

is to bring tho vnlucs much closer to those obtained at R = 3.5 x q06 

41th transition free (Figs. 19 end 20). On the other hand at R = 3.5 x IO6 
with trsnsiti~n fixed the effect of the forward movement of the shock 
wave mcntisned above, is to give CL and Cm curves which follow more closely 

the transition free curves at R = 0.8 x IO6 than those at R = 3.5 x 106. 

As mentioned LII section 4, CD has been evaluated for transition 

fixed with threads on the w-Lng surfaces only at a = -0.5' and R = 3.5 x 16. 
The values, whJch N^e not plotted, show cn increase at all Mach numbers 

of about 0.003 above those at R = 3.5 x IO 6 with transition free. 

The results obtained with a 16 gauge wme ahead of the wing leading 
edge agree closely with those obtained with threads on the wing surfaces 
@lg. If). The wake behind the wire was found to be about 1.5" wide 
at the leading edge of the wing. 

5.4 Additional tests 

5,.41 Fixing transition by a jet of air neez the leading edge 

As an nlternai,.trve method of fixing transition, the effect of a small 
jet Of ex issuing from the wing neer the lead.ing edge was triad. To' 
do this the prcssurc holes at 15% chord on both surfaces were connected 
up to valves ir the observation room. Smcc the tunnel was at a low 
pressure (3 to '/IO of an atmosphere) sufficient air was sucked in when 
the valves were opened to start a transition wedge (Fig. 23). The centre 
line of tic wedge WLS at on angle of 5o to the wing chord, and as the 
wedge mgle was only about 5c at the low Reynolds number rand hi& Mach 
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timbers, the pressure plotting holes were still m a region of lenmar 
boundary layer flow. Opening the valves therefore had little effect on 
the pressure distribution, merely increasing the suctions on the upper 
surface slightly. 

It was mterestmg to watch the effect of the air jet on the upper 
surface when the wing was tufted at R = 0.8 x IO6 at 1~1 = 0.82. With the 
valve olosed the last three columns of tufts were blcwxng around m a 
random mnner, but a few seconds after opening it all the tufts in the 
row below the pressure plotting section aligned themselves along the 
chord (Pig. 22). 

5.42 Thread in supersonic region 

A test was made Path a 0.015 inch alameter thread at 3% chord to 
find the effect oo the prcssura distribution of a thread in the super- 
sonfc region. At ?J = 0.82 and R = 0.8 x IO6 transition was brought 
forward only to 65% chord, but the shapz of the pressure distribution 
is nearer that obtained at R : 3.5 x 10 wxth transxtion free. The 
thread seems to have no other serious effects on the wing apart from a 
very slyht increase in pressure at the 3% hole. 

At R z. 3.5'~ IO6 , the thread causes an appreciable increase in 
pressure ahead of it, and at the higher timoh numbers there is a forward 
movement of the shock suave and 3. separation aft of it. 

6 Sunmary of Results and Concludlw Remarks 

At the lowest Reynolds number, the boundary layer, which IS lamnar 
back to the shock wave, IS thick and the shock wave is of the h type. 
The first II.&, noted on ihe pressure distribution by a small lnorease 
2.n pressure, is associated wnth the beginning of a separation of the 
boundary layer. In the rcglon of separated flow the pressure is 
almxt~cocstant up to the mam lilti where there is a fairly gradual 
pressure recovery. On increasing the Reynolds number the positLoon 
where the separation occurs moves back alon& the chord so that, at 
3.5 x 10G , the first limb has disappeared. There is then no region of 
constant pressure and the suction rises contmuously to just ahead of 
the shock wave. The subsequent pressure rise is then fairly steep. 
Although the boundary layer IS still laminar up to the shock wave this 
pressure distribution is probably the :xame =is would be obtained in 
transition free flow with a turbulent boundary layer. 

The above Reynolds number effects my be expected on most aero- 
foils, although they arc probably not so important on thinner sections. 
They have been noticed on several sections, e.g. NACA 2j0215, NACA 01X5~ 

and, 4 as mentioned above, on the 1% thick R.A.E. 104 section . This 
suggests that suoh effects arc not confined to thick cambered sections. 

The eff-ot on CL, Cl, .md Cm is that the ohacges m these coefficients 
as the Mach number is increased, associated with the onset of shock waves, 
occur at a lower Mach number whcc the Reynolds number is low. Thus the 
Mach number at which the CL collapses and the Cm and C& begrn to rise 
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decreases a6 the Reynold6 number’ 1s dt,croa::ed. This m?ans that the 
no hf’t angle and the value of C 

mo 
both ~twrease a6 the Reynolds number 

1s decreased. Further, at lov ;ncldenccs, before the suction peak 
moves fonv~ti on the acrofoll scale offeots probably mcreasc with 
lnoreaslng inadence. Thwefore, nt low lnadcnoes, the lift curve 
slope decreases, and there z.5 a i’ormrd movement of the aerodynamic 

centre, when $ho Reynolds nunder ~6 lower-cd. 

In general 11 nly be concluded that. fxclng transxtlon forward on 

the wmg at low Reynolds numbers (say utiw 1 x 10G) rcm~ves the mxn 
troubles caused by a thlok lammar boundary layer. However, as a 
method of provldmg results sirmlar to those rihxh would be obtalned 
with a turbulent boundary layer at hqh Reynolds numbor, It must bo 
treated w2th some roserw. It s~:uttts that at uome Reynolds numbers 

(say > IO ), the pressure dlstr;butlon so obtanod does not agree, as 
to the posxtLo.on of the shock i,av< and the amount of scparatlon at the 
tmlllng edge, with the datrlbutlon obta~ed when the: boundary layer 
flow z.s lemrnar bui, 1s thin cnoush Car the h shock wave system to have 
dxappeared. 

It cannot he stated conolusawly vrha.ch pressure dx:trtiwtlon 1s 
irost represenlcltlve or flqht conrlltions, slnoo It has not been shown 

_ yet whether there ,Ire ctlll furthc,r prasuw dlxtrxhutlon changes m 

going from the tha lamnxw ljourdary 12.;~ flow at R = 3.5 x IO’ to 
naturally turbulent boundnrj- laycr flow it a h.@tr Reynolds number. 

AU tht alIovC trunsltion Vrtc: ci’iloctz wxc found In i,ho tests on 
the model of a ~olnpL~.tt: a.rorQY on whah tla wlnG ~1 the prescnl, 
tests YJS.S based. In gcncral, tests m?de m the 
Tunnel are at a Reynoldfi E 

A.E. Hqh Speed 
number of I..‘, to 2 Y IO based on the mean 

chord of the VTJJ~[~. Thus 1t LS po..s.Lble that S0ino of t11t. spurrous 
effects dlsoussecl 3n thx noic nuy bo pr~&t ~xwtxularly towards the 
txps of taperod wngs xhere the 1oca.L Reynolds nwaber 1s lower still. 
Every effort 1s mlde to keep the Reynold; number as hqh as possible 
and to look out for pnLj, c-lhlc trouble from ::cale effects. As fucmg 
trans;ltron soems to abolx:h theh shock system and 3.ts rrssoclated 
separation and hence the man ocde cfftct troubles at low Reynolds 
number, test:: are ofLen m+le both w.th trznsltron free aM with 
transxtlon flxcd. If there IS no apprecwblc dfifcrenoe m the results 
1t 1s azsurr& that Reynolds nutnbor &frets are not important on lift 
or lon&ud~nal ztab~blllty below the stall. 
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‘ABLE 1 

Ordmates of Sectmn 

R.A.E. 104, 1% camber (iTACA crunber lint ii = 0.6) 

X: 

0 

0.005 

0.0075 

0.0125 

0.025 

0.05 

0.075 

O.lO 
_ 0.15 

0.20 
0.25’ 

0.30 

0.5 

0.40 

0.45 

0.50 

100 y/, 
vpper Surface Lower Suri'ace 

0 

0~9652 

1.1881 

1.5443 

2.2pOi 
3.1156 

3.7969 

4.3464 

5.1903 

58319 
0.3025 
6.6L,OO 
6.8610 

d.9752 

6.9634 

6.88jl 

~A6632 

6.2915 

5.7040 

4.9866 

4.1'932 

3.$57 

'2.5129 

jzg73 

i&8@5: 

0 

0 

0.8770 
1.0647 

1.3557 

1.8697 

2.5512 

3.0357 

3.4142 

.3.9805 

~3815 

L.6647 

ii*8570 

4.9710 

5.0118 

4-9834 
L.8831 

4.7040 

4.4245 

4.0012 

3.4928 

2.9368 

2.3569 

1.7747‘ 
1 .I 91'1 

0;6027 

0 
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PoSLttlon of boundary layer transition at pressure plottl~ Section 

Upper surface 

M R x 10 -6 

3.5 

3.5 

1.a 

0.8 

,I 

0.8 

3.5 

1, 

1.8 

I 
- 

cx” 

- 

,0.3 

'0.3 

,I 

II 

II 

,0.3 

ao.3 

2.7 

.0.3 

II 

11 

II 

!! 

II 

I 
T: 

xlt3.on of 
ransltlon 

“5 

Tram1 

0.67 

0.67 

0.65 

0.70 

0.65 

.on free 

Tufts on wmg between 5% and 7% 
chord 

TZY%Ilbl 

0.20 
S.ppX-OX 

0.08 

I, 

.on fixed 

0.015" ala. thread ai 74 = 0.17 

0.005" (( n (t xk = 0.08 

0.60 0.005" ds. thread at % = 0.08 
Wedges from hqh Spots on thread 

0.12 0.010" ala. thread. at % = 0.12 

0.58 to 

0.62 

0.20 
aPPmx 

0.015" dia. thread at 7/c = 0.08 

0.65 
SPPmx 

0.015" ha. thread at % = 0.37 

0.28 16 gauge vnre at % = -0.57 (1.e. 
SPP=JX ahead. of L.E. of w-q) 
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FIG. t. 

4 = 25O 

ASPECT RAT!0 - 4 

SECTION AA - R.AE 104, Ix CAMBER, a- 0.6 

HALF MODEL 

FIG. I. SCALE EFFECT WING. 
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FIG. 3. EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS TRANSITION FREE 0~ = -0 3-. .w 



FIG.4. EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS, TRANSITION FREE, d J 2.7 a 
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FIG.5 APPROXIMATE POSITION OF SHOCK WAVE. 
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